Digi Launches Wi-Fi Connectivity For Buses, Vans And Other Land
Transport Vehicles
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At long last, someone is equipping our public transport vehicles with Wi-Fi!
Digi, one of Malaysia’s leading telco’s, is looking to do everyone a favour by launching a Wi-Fi
solution to enable bus and train companies as well as other land transport operators to offer
seamless connectivity to their passengers as they commute. iFleet Wi-Fi is Digi’s first
subscription-based, transport connectivity solution that aims to improve the onboard
passenger experience by turning travel time into productive time.
The new service was piloted with several customers and most recently in Sarawak with Bus
Kuching, an electric bus service in the state, and was well received as it provided passengers
with fast and seamless connectivity as they made their daily commutes.
Digi’s Chief Digital Officer, Praveen Rajan said that as public Wi-Fi availability grows,
passengers increasingly expect to be in constant communication with their work or social
networks, wherever they are.
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“Based on a survey done by Malaysian Communications and Multimedia Commission (MCMC) in
2018, 68.1% of Malaysians use the Internet when they are on-the-go 1 . As such, the opportunity to
increase productivity while travelling is making public and commercial transport usage more
attractive, and the industry has reached the point where Wi-Fi on transit is now deemed to be an
essential offering for land transport operators.”
With iFleet Wi-Fi, land transport operators can reduce their costs by benefitting from minimal
upfront investment – the simple subscription service provides a much lower cost for the Wi-Fi
service that is typically very expensive for commercial vehicles.
Commercial vehicle and land transport operating companies can also choose to customise
their brand message on the Wi-Fi landing page to further personalise the service to their
passengers. This also allows the operators to serve ads on their landing page to further
monetise the service.
iFleet Wi-Fi provides stable and fast connectivity via Digi’s 4G-LTE network. The service
supports multiple concurrent users, and cross-border connectivity in Singapore and
Thailand.
For more information or to sign up for iFleet Wi-Fi, visit their website.
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